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ABSTRACT A first principles model for calculating hydrogen bonding interactions, previously applied to water, is here
applied to the more difficult problem of interactions between DNA bases. We first consider the energetics and geometry for
the A-T and the G-C basepairs, comparing our results to other calculated results as well as to experiment. Next, we study the
interactions of isomorphic DNA base triplet structures, which are important because of their suggested role in the recom-
bination process. We find that energetically the third base in the triplet tends to favor a position along the dyadic axis, where
it is hydrogen bonded to both bases in the duplex.
INTRODUCTION
Within 10 yr after the discovery of Watson-Crick basepair-
ing, a theory of the central role of such basepairing in
general recombination was proposed by Holliday (1964),
among others (Camerini-Otero and Hsieh, 1993). Sub-
sequent genetic experiments led to the development of
two models, the Meselson-Radding model (Meselson and
Radding, 1975) and the double-strand break repair model
(Szostak et al., 1983). In both models, only three strands are
required for homologous recognition because only one
strand is used in scanning the homologous duplex. It was
established (Stasiak 1992; West et al., 1982; 1983) that the
most productive homologous recognition followed by
strand exchange occurs between a single-stranded region
in one molecule and a homologous duplex region of the
second DNA molecule.
Felsenfeld et al. (1957) reported the first experimentally
observed triple helix in nucleic acids. Much of the initial
investigations of triple-stranded polynucleotide complexes
occurred in the following two decades, but more recently
there has been a renewed interest (for example, Hsieh et al.,
1990; Pilch et al., 1991; Durland et al., 1991; Zhurkin et al.,
1994a,b). Theoretical studies of nitrogen base interactions
performed before 1979 can be found within two review
articles (Rein, 1979; Danilov et al., 1979). In addition, there
have been many theoretical studies, using both classical and
quantum mechanical methods, of the interactions between
DNA basepairs (for example, Langlet et al., 1981; Zhurkin
et al., 1981; Poltev and Shulyupina, 1986). More recently,
theoretical studies of the interactions of DNA base triplets
have been completed both by using pair potentials (Zhurkin
et al., 1994a,b) and on the ab initio level (Jiang et al., 1994).
Our motivation for this work is twofold: to test our elec-
tronic structure method on the more complex case of hy-
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drogen-bonding interactions between DNA bases and to
provide additional information on the energetics of these
DNA base triplets.
In biological systems, four different bonding mechanisms
play a role: covalent, ionic, van der Waals, and hydrogen
bonding. Many techniques (too numerous to reference) have
been developed and used for the difficult task of describing
the strong covalent and ionic interactions. In biological
systems, hydrogen bonding is one of the most important, if
not the most important, type of interaction. However, few
techniques address the hydrogen bonding interactions at the
ab initio level, which are not enormously computationally
demanding.
In an earlier work (Ortega et al., 1994), we introduced a
truly unique first principles quantum mechanical approach
to handle the hydrogen bond or other weak interactions
between closed shell molecules. This method was applied to
an initial "test case" of H20 dimer and trimer systems. The
results were comparable to those of ab initio methods ap-
plied by others. However, the method we developed is
orders of magnitude faster than most other ab initio methods
and can therefore, for the first time, be used to simulate
hydrogen bonding within large systems such as biological
molecules. The intermolecular interactions are handled in a
quantum mechanical manner, and there is no fitting of
parameters. The interactions between entities are true many-
body interactions, as they involve the electronic states of the
complete system that in general are delocalized.
We use this method to tackle the difflcult problem of hy-
drogen bonding interactions between DNA bases. In particular,
we study the interactions between DNA triplets, which are
indicated to have biological significance in homologous re-
combination. DNA triplets involve the standard Watson-Crick
basepair, whose geometry we keep fixed with respect to each
other, plus an additional base. Each molecule can be treated as
a closed shell molecule with weak hydrogen bonds between
molecules. Our major goal is to obtain a good description of
the weak intermolecular interactions. We keep each DNA base
molecule rigid, so that the strong covalent intramolecular in-
teractions are kept constant.
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Computational methods
In a system of weakly bound molecules, the intramolecular
interactions are relatively unchanged as the structure of the
system is changed. However, the weak intermolecular interac-
tions are drastically modified by the structure of the system.
The intramolecular distances range between 1.0 A and 1.5 A,
whereas the intermolecular distances are approximately 2.0 A
Our method, thoroughly developed in Ortega et al. (1994) and
summarized in Lewis et al. (Lewis, J. P., 0. F. Sankey, and J.
Ortega. 1994 Proceedings of the First World Congress on
Computational Medicine, Public Health and Biotechnology,
submitted for publication), takes advantage of this situation by
establishing a fixed Hamiltonian for the isolated molecule.
Evaluation of the energetics is greatly simplified by keeping
these Hamiltonians constant and by including perturbations to
describe the interactions between molecules. The purpose of
this simplification is to concentrate on accurately describing
the weak interactions between molecules so that differences
between large internal energies are avoided (as much as pos-
sible) and to make the method computationally fast.
We use a linear combination of atomic orbitals as the
basis for the electronic structure. The orbitals on each mol-
ecule overlap with its neighboring molecules, but because
this intermolecular overlap is small, the effects of overlap
are Taylor-series expanded and are treated only to the
second order. The interactions between molecules that we
include are electrostatic, exchange, and one-electron "hop-
ping" interactions. The one-electron hopping interactions
include a repulsive overlap interaction and an attractive
rehybridization contribution. In addition, attractive interac-
tions between molecules occur because of electrostatic and
exchange contributions.
We write the expectation value of the total energy
Hamiltonian for the N molecules system as
(Htow)= E (H(i)) + a binding (1)
The first term, involving (H(i)), is the sum of the total
energies, within the local density approximation, over all N
noninteracting molecules, and the second term, ab4nding,
represents the intermolecular interaction between the N
molecules. The intramolecular interactions are relatively
large in energy (on the order of 1000 eV for a DNA base),
but remain constant. The intermolecular interaction is quite
small compared with these intramolecular terms (on the
order of 1.0 eV or 20 kcal/mol for a DNA basepair) and
changes according to the geometry of the system. Because
of the large difference of scale between (H(i)) and
aubinding, this theory fixes (H(i)) and concentrates only on
the calculation of the latter term.
The energy of interaction for a system of N molecules is
expressed as
a jbinding ei~genvalue(2AUN =aEN8 (2)
+ ~{Eauijniion- aueg] - auxch_- audW}
(i,j)
where the sum i, j is over all unique pairs of molecules. The
terms au~ion,n @je au h, and aud ware pairwise, and
they describe the nuclear-nuclear, electron-electron, ex-
change, and van der Waals interactions, respectively. The
term aEeigenvaluecontains the electronic structure informa-
tion, which is calculated from the occupied eigenvalues of
the single particle Hamiltonian, and is obtained from
aEegenvl = 2> EI(N)-2 1 E Eij)
iocc j iocc
(3)
This term is the difference of the sum of occupied eigen-
values of the single-particle Hamiltonian corresponding to a
system of N interacting molecules and the sum of the
occupied eigenvalues of each isolated molecule summed
over all the molecules in the system.
The pairwise nuclear-nuclear, electron-electron, and ex-
change interactions have been developed previously by
Ortega et al. (1994). Partial charges, for each atom on the
four different DNA bases, were shown to agree well with
calculations by others as well as with experimental dipole
moments (Lewis, J. P., 0. F. Sankey, and J. Ortega. 1994
Proceedings of the First World Congress on Computational
Medicine, Public Health and Biotechnology, submitted for
publication). These partial charges are used in the electro-
static and exchange interactions. Upon review of calcula-
tions by others, we note that van der Waals energies, r-6,
sometimes referred to as dispersion energies, may account
for almost 50% of the total binding energy (Langlet et al.,
1981). In previous calculations of water, we did not include
van der Waals energies because for this system it accounts
for only -10% of the binding energy. The fact that van der
Waals energies are important in molecules such as DNA
bases, and less important in water, is most likely attributable
to the more complex charge distributions that make up the
former.
Dispersion energies are due to correlation effects and
cannot be obtained from a mean field electronic structure
theory such as local density approximation, as we use here.
A recent review article discusses empirical van der Waals
energies based on the Slater-Kirkwood approximation (Hal-
gren, 1992). This approximation is based on a weighted
average of the dispersion C6 coefficients, which is attribut-
able to the polarizability of each individual atom and its
effective number of electrons. With the use of this model,
we write the van der Waals interactions as
avdW C6
mn rm6 (4)
where
C =2amanC6mmC6nn
cv2C6nn + C6mm (5)
The subscripts m and n signify atoms on molecule i and j,
respectively. The a values are the atomic polarizabilities
that were obtained by least-squares fitting to the experimen-
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tal molecular polarizabilities, assuming additivity. The
atomic C6 coefficients are obtained from the effective elec-
tron number and the atomic polarizability. Table 1 shows
the values of a and C6 that were used for H, C, N, and 0
(Halgren, 1992).
For all intermolecular interactions, a basis set of atomic
orbitals of the Slater type were used. These orbitals are of
the form (Kern, 1972)
T° = Tnlm = NnImOY,(r)e
nions (Allen and Tildesley, 1987), which is used in a
specialized molecular dynamics for rigid molecules. In
searching for a minimum energy configuration, a dynamical
quenching process is used. In this process the equations of
motion are solved, and the resulting kinetic energy is de-
termined. When the kinetic energy reaches a maximum, the
velocities are quenched (set to zero), and the process is
repeated until a zero force configuration is obtained.
(6)
where n, 1, and m are the appropriate quantum numbers, the
functions Yj(r) are the spherical harmonics, and Nnlm is the
normalization constant. The set of Slater type orbitals that
we use are the ls orbitals of hydrogen and the 2s and 2p
orbitals of carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen. The decay con-
stants for the 2p orbitals were based on results from Hehre
et al. (1969), which lists optimum exponents for several
molecules. We note the approximation that the decay con-
stant falls off as the square of the orbital energy, s'; .
Thus sp/ss = VX was used to determine the decay
constants for the 2s orbitals, with the energy level values
obtained from Harrison (1989). The values chosen for the
decay constants are SS = 1.27 for hydrogen, ;s = 2.45 and
sp = 1.75 for carbon, =2.76 and s = 1.95 for nitrogen,
and ss = 3.23 and p= 2.25 for oxygen. For spherical
symmetry on each atom, we average the charges in each of
the three p-state orbitals to be equal for each atom (e.g., for
carbon nc = nC= NC).
Forces for each atom at position ri are determined by tak-
ing the analytic derivative of the energy with respect to r"i
iD aEtot
F. = -_
aEeignvlu aUnn -auee] a Uexch a UvdW
_ eige:vae [a aid ] + ra + ? (7)
The derivative of the electronic term is determined on the
basis of the Hellmann-Feynman theorem (Hellmann, 1937;
Feynman, 1939). A sixth-order interpolation algorithm ob-
tains the derivatives of the electron single-particle Hamil-
tonian matrix elements, which exactly includes Pulay cor-
rections, from the precalculated integral data tables. All
calculations throughout this paper are performed on a DEC
Alpha 3000/600. From the resulting forces, molecular dy-
namics simulations can be carried out by solving the equa-
tions of motion using the leap-frog algorithm for quater-
TABLE I Atomic polarizabilities and C. parameters used in
the Slater-Kirkwood approximation for the van der Waals
interactions (Halgren, 1992)
Atom a1 C6fi
H 2.60 2.8
C 6.38 19.1
N 6.90 22.8
0 5.42 16.8
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
DNA basepairs
The DNA basepair A-T is shown in Fig. 1 a, and the
basepair G-C is shown in Fig. 2 a. The geometries of the
DNA base molecules were kept rigid for simplicity, and the
energies were calculated as the separation distance between
the two molecules was changed. For the A-T basepair, the
energy is plotted as a function of the nitrogen-nitrogen
[N1(A)-N3(T)] distance, rNN, whereas for the G-C basepair,
the energy is plotted as a function of the oxygen-nitrogen
[06(G)-N4(C)] distance, rON. The results of these calcula-
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FIGURE 1 (a) The adenine-thymine basepair. (b) Energy plotted as a
function of the nitrogen-nitrogen [N1(A)-N3(T)] distance, rNN, for the A-T
basepair. The result of our calculations yields a binding energy of 11.16
kcal/mol with an equilibrium separation distance of 3.00 A.
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FIGURE 2 (a) The guanine-cytosine basepair. (b) Energy plotted as a
function of the oxygen-nitrogen [06(G)-N4(C)] distance, rON, for the G-C
basepair. The result of our calculations yields a binding energy of 24.25
kcal/mol with an equilibrium separation distance of 2.90 A.
tions are shown in Figs. 1 b and 2 b for the A-T and G-C
basepairs, respectively.
We compare our results for the DNA basepairs (Table 2)
with results calculated by others on the basis of quantum
chemistry (Langlet et al., 1981; Jiang et al., 1994) and
classical potentials (Poltev and Shulyupina, 1986; Zhurkin
et al., 1994a,b). Also listed are results obtained experimen-
tally (Yanson et al., 1979). For the A-T basepair, we cal-
culate a binding energy of 11.16 kcal/mol with an equilib-
rium separation distance of 3.00 A, and for the G-C
basepair, we calculate a binding energy of 24.25 kcal/mol
with an equilibrium separation distance of 2.90 A. The
binding energies for both DNA basepairs are similar for all
TABLE 2 Binding energy results for DNA basepairs
Base This Langlet Jiang et al. Poltev and Zhurkin Experiment
pair work et al. STO-3G Shulyupina et al. Yanson et al.
A-T -24.3 -23.0 -26.6 -25.5 -22.8 -21.0
G-C -11.2 -12.9 -14.1 -11.3 -11.9 -13.0
All energies are listed in units of kcal/mole. For comparison, several results
coming from quantum chemistry calculations (Langlet et al., 1981; Jiang et
al., 1994), classical potential calculations (Poltev and Shulyupina, 1979;
Zhurkin et al., 1994a,b), and experiment (Yanson et al., 1979) are listed.
the methods listed in Table 2. Generally, theoretical ener-
gies are underbound compared with experiment for the A-T
basepair and overbound compared with experiment for the
G-C basepair. This trend is likely attributable to the fact that
the extra hydrogen bond in the G-C leads to too much
additional increase in the electrostatic interaction compared
with experiment.
For small displacements away from the equilibrium po-
sition, a harmonic potential was fit to the data from Figs. 1
b and 2 b. This results in a harmonic spring constant k of
0.601 mdyn/A for A-T and 0.832 mdyn/A for G-C. These
values correspond to vibrational frequencies of 125.14
cm-l and 148.64 cm-', respectively. (These frequencies
were obtained by using co = Vk/lp, where ,u is the reduced
mass.) By way of comparison, a self-consistent field calcu-
lation made for the A-T basepair in the minimal basis set
(SCF-MINI-1) yields diagonal intermolecular force con-
stants of 0.609 mdyn/A for the N1(A)-H3(T) stretch mode
and 0.396 mdyn/A for the 04(T)-H6(A) stretch mode
(Hrouda et al., 1993). Our results, which are based on rigid
molecules, are more comparable to the former mode be-
cause in the latter the NH2 group on adenine contributes an
extra degree of flexibility in the 04(T)-H6(A) stretch mode
compared with the N1(A)-H3(T) stretch mode.
As a basis of comparison for the A-T base pair, polarized
infrared and Raman spectroscopies on the Hoogsteen-type
methyladenine-methylthyminel:l single crystal yields re-
sults of 106 cm-' for the base pair stretch mode (Harada
and Lord, 1970). In addition, low frequency vibration alm-
odes of polynucleotide shave been experimentally and the
oretically examined by Powell et al. (1987). The theoretical
method used is that of alattice model of DNA developed by
Prohofsky and co-workers (Kimetal., 1986; Lindsay et al.,
1984; Meietal., 1981; Eyster and Prohofsky, 1977). For
Napoly (dA)poly(dT), it is reported that the stretch
modes with the large stoscillator strengths are 100 cm-'
and 140 cm-'. In addition, the 142 cm-1 mode in
poly(dG)-poly(dC) corresponds to a stretch modes imilar to
the 140 cm-1 modeinpoly(dA)poly(dT). Although we can-
not directly compare our results with those of others, overall
it seems that our G-C and A-T stretch modes a requite
reasonable.
DNA base triplets
Our hydrogen-bonding model seems to work well for water
and for DNA basepairs. We now turn to our main results,
which concern DNA base triplets. It is commonly accepted
that the RecA nucleoprotein filament forms a triple-stranded
DNA structure that serves as an intermediate in homologous
recombination (West, 1991; Stasiak, 1992; Camerini-Otero
and Hsieh, 1993; Kowalczykowski and Eggleston, 1994).
As shown by electron microscopy experiments, the RecA
substantially extends and underwinds the single-stranded
DNA and the duplex DNA strand (Stasiak et al., 1981;
Egelman, 1993). In almost all models of putative recombi-
(b)
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nation triplexes, starting with that of Lacks (1966), the third
strand lies in the major groove. The extended R-form of
DNA accommodates these models, inasmuch as it has an
axial rise per base of 5.1 A compared with 3.4 A for the
B-form of DNA. Also, experiments with modified analogs
of bases have recently shown the homologous single-
stranded DNA positioned in the major groove of a regular
duplex DNA strand (Kim et al., 1992; Rao et al., 1992,
1993). In actuality, these distortions of DNA are extremely
energetically unfavorable, but the recombinase protein pro-
motes the three-stranded hybridization by lowering the ac-
tivation energy that would be required for this structural
transition (Camerini-Otero and Hsieh, 1993). As an addi-
tional observation, the R-form from the third strand (called
R-strand) must be parallel to a strand in the duplex that is
identical (denoted as the W-strand). This parallel orientation
between the R-strand and the W-strand is a direct conse-
quence of the biological role of the RecA (Zhurkin et al.,
1994).
Given the biological evidence of the importance of DNA
triplexes, we consider the energetics of several DNA base
triplets. Note that studying energetics of DNA base triplet
structures does not presuppose complete knowledge of the
larger system in question. Factors such as including the
backbone into the calculations may modify the final con-
clusions. These triplets consist of the standard Watson-
Crick basepair (WC) interacting with a third base (X),
which can be either a purine or a pyrimidine. The notation
we use to represent this triplet is (WC):X. Experimental
evidence suggests that certain constraints may be imposed
on our calculations. Some constraints were proposed and
justified earlier (Hsieh et al., 1990) on the basis of the
biological significance of DNA base triplets in the recom-
bination process, and additional constraints have also been
imposed in previous calculations. On the basis of these, we
choose to impose constraints as follows. 1) The third base
(X) is bound in the major groove of the duplex. 2) The third
base (X) can be either a purine or a pyrimidine. 3) The
orientation of the third base (X) is parallel with respect to
the duplex (WC). 4) The third base (X) is usually hydrogen
bonded to the purine base, but as in previous calculations
(Jiang et al., 1994; Zhurkin et al., 1994a,b), we also con-
sider cases in which the third base is hydrogen bonded to
both bases in the duplex (WC). The third base (X) is linked
to the duplex (WC) by at least two hydrogen bonds. (5) We
choose the third base (X) identical to one of the bases in the
duplex (WC).
As in the case for the DNA basepair, we complete all
calculations keeping all intramolecular coordinates and in-
tramolecular interactions constant. This is valid because for
these systems intermolecular interactions determine the ma-
jor contribution in the binding as the intermolecular coor-
dinates are varied. Both the intramolecular and intermolec-
ular geometry of the duplex (WC) was kept fixed, based on
the structure of Arnott (1970), whereas the third base was
allowed to move freely. We choose the Arnott structure
rather than our energy minimum geometries in order to
more directly compare our results with those of others. The
interaction energies recorded for the triplets are energies
relative to the interactions of this lone WC basepair, which
is calculated to be -23.65 kcal/mole for the GC basepair
and -10.96 kcal/mole for the AT basepair.
The energy minimums of several triplet structures were
calculated by allowing relaxation of the intermolecular co-
ordinates. The results of those calculated structures are
listed in Table 3. Energy results previously calculated by
others (Jiang et al., 1994) are also shown for comparison. In
the notation of Jiang et al. (1994), (r)H denotes the (reverse)
Hoogsteen triplet, and m denotes the triplet structure where
the third base (X) is located near the dyadic axis and thus is
hydrogen bonded with both the purine and the pyrimidine of
the WC basepair. Structures prefixed by R signify that these
structures are the proposed isomorphic triplets by Zhurkin et
al. (1994a,b). The equilibrium geometries for these triplet
structures is shown in Figs. 3 a-j, where we choose to use
a nonstandard shading scheme for the atoms.
Our results show that for the (TA):T and (GC):G triplets,
the third base tends to energetically favor locations near the
dyadic axis of the WC basepair. The trends from highest to
lowest in the binding energies of the calculated structures
are as follows:
(TA):T(H) > (TA):T(rH) > R - (TA):T(m) > (TA):T(rm)
and
(GC):G(rH) > R - (GC):G(H)
For the lower energy structures [(TA):T(rm), R-(TA):T(m),
and R-(GC):G(H)], the third base is hydrogen bonded to
both bases of the WC duplex. Contrarily, the higher energy
structures [(TA):T(rH), (TA):T(H), and (GC):G(rH)] have
the third base hydrogen bonded to only one base of the WC
duplex. Regarding the energetics of the (AT):A triplet
group, there is no real difference between the (AT):A(m)
and the (AT):T(rm) structures, taking into account thermal
fluctuations at kTo (To = 300K). In addition, regarding the
energetics of the (CG):C triplet group, calculations per-
TABLE 3 Minimum energy values for various DNA triplet
structures
Triplet This work Jiang et al.
(AT):A(rm) -9.75 -10.29
R-(AT):A(m) -9.47
(TA):T(rm) -10.45
R-(TA):T(m) -8.77 -5.60
(TA):T(rH) -7.14 -11.10
(TA):T(H) -5.94 -11.00
R-(GC):G(H) -25.84 -17.94
(GC):G(rH) -24.99 -15.70
R-(CG):C(m) -17.24
The energies are listed in units of kcal/mol and are reference energies with
respect to the WC basepair energy at the equilibrium structure, as defined
by Arnott (1970) (-10.96 kcal/mole for A-T and -23.65 kcallmole for
G-C in this work, and -14.10 kcal/mole for A-T and -26.60 kcal/mole for
G-C in Jiang et al.).
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FIGURE 3 Equilibrium configurations for various triplet structures are
shown in the following order: (a) (AT):T(rm), (b) R-(AT):A(m), (c)
(TA):T(rm), (d) R-(TA):T(m), (e) (TA):T(rH), (f) (TA):T(H), (g) R-(GC):
G(H), (h) (GC):G(rH), and (i) R-(CG):C(m). The shading scheme used is
not standard but is easy to follow because some of the atoms are labeled. Only
hydrogen bonds within the strong range (1.8 A-2.2 A) are shown.
formed for the (CG):C+(H) and (CG):C+(rH) structures
(not shown) indicate rather large binding energies compared
with R-(GC):C(m), which is similar to results obtained by
others (Pullman et al., 1967; Jiang et al., 1994).
As an additional investigation of the triplet structures, we
study the energetics of the R-triplet structures [R-(AT):
A(m), R-(TA):T(m), R-(GC):G(H), R-(CG):C(m)]. We per-
form calculations for different geometries of the third base
in the region near the dyadic axis of the WC basepair. For
these calculations, the WC basepair was kept fixed while the
R-base was horizontally and vertically translated to deter-
mine the potential surface of the third base with respect to
the duplex. A series of contour plots, shown in Figs. 4 a-d,
was created for each triplet structure system. For each
figure, five contour plots were generated, each representing
different clockwise rotations of the R-base with respect to
its identical W-base, given by the angle 0 (i.e., 0 = 00
implies that the R-base is not rotated). For these figures, the
WC basepair and the contour plot for 0 = 700 are at the
correct distance from each other and have the correct scale;
the remaining contour plots (0 = 1100, 1000, 900, 800)
should be overlaid on the 0 = 700 plot for correct scaling
with the WC basepair. The position and geometry of the
R-base is defined according to the swing, slide, and shift
that were discussed in previous publications (Zhurkin et al.,
1994a,b). In these contour plots, the solid black region
represents a large repulsive barrier, and the circular regions
represent areas of minimum energy. The solid white regions
represent where the net binding energy, a Ubinding, is posi-
tive. For the five contour plots of each triplets structure
case, the extremum minimum energy values, labeled with
a - in the figures, are shown in Table 4. This illustrates the
relation between the energetics and the swing of the R-base.
The computational efficiency of our method is demon-
strated by the fact that each of these contour plots is made
up of 18,000 points requiring approximately 18 h CPU time,
or 3.6 s per point.
The main results of these contour plots show that for each
geometry of the triplet structures the extremum minimum
energy regions are located near the dyadic axis of the WC
basepair. This implies that for the geometries based on these
angles, and any interpolated angle (70°-100°), the third base
finds it more energetically favorable to be hydrogen bonded
to both the W-base and the C-base. The trend of the extre-
mum minimum energy values, given in Table 4, is that the
global minimum energy for all R-triplet structures is located
near where the R-base is rotated clockwise with respect to
the W-base by approximately 0 = 900.
For the R-(GC):G and R-(CG):C triplet structures, there
is only one extremum minimum energy found in each
contour plot [with the exception of 0 = 1100 for R-(GC):G].
The regions associated with these minima are very wide
compared with the R-(AT):A and R-(TA):T triplet struc-
tures. Results from Zhurkin et al. (1994a,b) also show, for
values within kT0 (T. = 300K), very wide potential wells
for the R-(GC):G and R-(CG):C triplet structures. This
indicates that the r-base, guanine or cytosine, has a larger
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FIGURE 4 Contour plots of the potential surface for the R-triplet structures are shown in the following order: (a) R-(AT):A, (b) R-(TA):T, (c) R-(GC):G,
and (d) R-(CG):C. The R-base is rotated by a clockwise angle, 0, with respect to the W-base as shown. The R-base is translated horizontally and vertically
to create the contour. Points marked as * represent the extremum minimum energy value for the corresponding angle.
region to explore under thermal vibrations. Other minima
exist for the R-(AT):A and the R-(TA):T triplet structures,
but these are far from the dyadic axis. In addition, these
positions would not be structurally favored for the R-strand
confined by the recombination protein. Similar to results
shown by Zhurkin et al. (1994a,b) for the R-(TA):T triplet
structure, there seems to be another minimum energy re-
gion, labeled with * in Fig. 4 b, which is located near the
dyadic axis. This region is less energetically favorable com-
pared with the extremum minimum energy region.
Results of the global minimum energy values, with cor-
responding angles and slide values of the R-base, are listed
in Table 5. The slide parameter is defined as the distance of
the R-base from the dyadic axis, measured to be the pro-
TABLE 4 Listed are extremum energy values as a function
of the angle
Triplet 0= 700 0= 80 0 = 900 0= 1000 0= 1100
(AT):A -6.52 -7.14 -8.88 -7.09 -4.43
(TA):T -6.37 -7.16 -8.06 -6.46 -4.98
(GC):G -20.01 -22.31 -22.70 -18.64 -17.55
(CG):C -13.13 -13.87 -15.79 -14.14 -12.01
The values are taken from results of the contour plots shown in Fig. 4
(a)-(d). The energy values, measured in kcal/mole, are the net binding
energy below that of the WC pair (i.e., -10.96 kcallmole for AT and
-23.65 kcal/mole for GC).
jection of the N-l(pur)/N-3(pyr) atom onto the vertical axis
of the WC basepair, as viewed from Fig. 4 a-d. The global
minimum configurations and energies were obtained by
placing the R-base near the extremum minimum energy
location for the angle 6 = 900 dynamically quenching the
structure. Results for the energies and slide values obtained
by Zhurkin et al. (1994a,b) have also been listed in Table 5.
We find, identical to their results, that the strength of the
interaction in these isomorphic triplets increases with the
following order of bases in the R-strand: T, A, C, G.
The results in Table 5 also show that the global minimum
energy exists at angles near 0 = 900. The slide results (also
TABLE 5 Results obtained after performing dynamical
quenching of the R base in the four triplet cases
This work Zhurkin et al.a,b
Triplet En,,, Slide A Angle 0 Em,, Slide A
(AT):A -9.27 1.22 87.010 -9.1 1.75
(TA):T -8.57 1.47 81.950 -7.6 1.00
(GC):G -25.24 1.01 87.020 -17.6 -1.60
(CG):C -16.64 1.31 85.640 -13.1 1.75
Energies are measured in kcal/mole and represent the net binding energy
below that of the WC pair (i.e., -10.96 kcal/mole for AT and -23.65
kcal/mole for GC). The slide distances, in A, are measured from the dyad
axis, defined to be the projection of the N-1(pur)/N-3(pyr) atom onto the
horizontal axis of the WC pair (Zhurkin et al., 1994).
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shown in Table 5) for each of the triplet structures are all
within 1.5 A from the dyadic axis. Our results also show, as
in Zhurkin et al. (1994a,b), that there are two hydrogen
bonds for the R-(AT): A, R-(TA): T, and R-(CG): C triplet
structures within the strong range (1.8 A-2.2 A), as seen in
Figs. 3b, d, and i. A third hydrogen bond for these triplet
structures exists, but it is greater than the strong range (>2.2
A). For the R-(GC): G triplet structure, three hydrogen
bonds exist, as shown in Fig. 3g, within the strong range.
These results for the global minimum configurations sup-
port, as do the contour plots, that in all these triplet struc-
tures the R-base is located very close to the WC basepair
and interacts with both the W-base and the C-base.
SUMMARY
We have extended our electronic structure method to handle
hydrogen bonding in biological molecules and have shown
that the method gives reasonable results for several hydro-
gen bonded systems. The method is simple enough to han-
dle large systems of hydrogen bonded molecules and is
orders of magnitude faster than other ab initio methods. The
results of the method for the A-T and the G-C basepairs
have been compared with experiment and other calcula-
tions, and the results are in excellent agreement.
We find specifically that the R-triplet structures are en-
ergetically favorable structures, compared with other simi-
lar triplet structures, when a comparison can be made. The
potential surface of the R-triplet structures has been deter-
mined by using contour plots of the potential surface for
various geometries of the R-base. On the basis of these
results, we have found that the global minimum energy
positions are located near the dyadic axis and that at these
positions the R-base is rotated nearly 900 from the W-base.
We have studied the energy trends in the triplet structures
and the potential surface of the R-triplet structures, and on
the basis of these, our results indicate that more energeti-
cally favorable structures tend to be ones where the third
base is hydrogen bonded to both the W-base and the C-base.
We are currently developing methods to handle large
scale problems by using this model for the hydrogen bond-
ing picture along with another model that will handle the
strong covalent interactions from first principles. Future
work will relax the intramolecular coordinates and will
include the backbones into the calculations in order to see
how these might further enhance or hinder the energetics of
triplet structures. Because the R-triplet structures are ener-
getically favorable structures, addition of this backbone
may yield results where these structures are indeed the most
energetically favorable structures.
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